Greater Reservoir
Understanding
Through Better
Borehole Imaging

New Generation Imaging Technology
With Greater Operating Range
The new generation Resistivity Micro Imager (RMI) brings you the benefits of better
reservoir understanding in a shorter, lighter tool design delivering high resolution images
over a greater operating range.
With a smaller diameter than other imaging tools, the RMI provides better quality images
in small diameter holes and is less susceptible to borehole tortuosity. While logging, the
tool is capable of 30 ft/min or 3600 ft/hr, and acquires formation images at 30 ft/min, with
80 percent borehole coverage in 6-inch hole.
The RMI operates over a wider range of conductivities, imaging both high- and lowresistivity formations in a single trip. Borehole environments that previously could not
be clearly imaged, such as salt-saturated water base mud, are now revealed in high
resolution RMI images that allow operators to fine tune drilling practices and completion
strategies with greater insight and confidence.
Borehole Contact: Six independent pads that can swivel +/- 10 degrees provide
excellent borehole contact even in the most challenging borehole conditions.
Speed correction: For proper depth correlation and clear imaging, accelerometer
sensors monitor how fast the RMI is moving so data can be properly aligned to correct
for clear, more accurate images.
Static v Dynamic imaging: To enhance visualization, the RMI display uses 256 color
shades – from black to white – revealing even minor features by assigning a color range
to ever-smaller intervals to capture details of fractures, deposits and sedimentation layers.
Wider operating range: The RMI now operates over a wider range of conditions, providing
high quality borehole images in environments that previously could not be imaged clearly.

Shorter, lighter tool design
With its small 3 3/8-inch OD diameter, and a pad body OD of just 4 ½-inches, the RMI can
be placed anywhere in the tool string, and can be logged in one run as a stand-alone, or
with a full suite of tools.
Operating in hole sizes from 6 to 16 inches, the RMI creates a microresistivity image of
the borehole wall from the current measured by an array of 24 sensor buttons on each of
six pads, for a total of 144 measurements that yield a vertical resolution of 0.2 inches.
Attached to highly-sensitive and fully independent caliper arms, each pad section also
pivots independently, with surface-adjustable pad pressure maximizing borehole contact to
ensure clear and representative images of the formation geology -- even in less than ideal
hole conditions.
Image and data curves are clearly displayed during logging to ensure log quality control,
and a copy of RMI data is available at field level, along with a directional survey produced
using the orientation module within the tool.

• Fully independent caliper arms and adjustable pad pressure ensure
complete borehole coverage
• Delivers accuracy and repeatability to within 0.2 inch
• Generates better images in small diameter holes and across wider
range of conductivity
• Shorter tool length, lighter weight for easier handling and greater
functionality in “less than ideal” hole conditions
• Can be positioned anywhere in the tool string – as stand-alone or
with a suite of tools
• Allows multiple, separated intervals to be logged in a single run

Value of Visualization: The True Picture
The RMI condenses high resolution measurement data into images that reveal a complete
“view” of formation details: not only what the formation looks like, but how it is oriented. The
RMI measures tool tilt and direction of pad mark with an accuracy of +/-1 degree.
As a result, the RMI provides an excellent two dimensional view of the rock face. It reveals
orientation and direction of faults, fractures and structural dip. It can be used to determine
secondary porosity, distinguishing between productive fractures and those now sealed
with sedimentation. And it can simplify decision-making by helping you better understand
geological features:

• Detection and determination of faults, folds, and unconformities
• Naturally fractured reservoir characterization and modeling
• Characterize potential zones of secondary (vuggy) porosity
• True, accurate structural dip in almost any formation
• Thin-bed detection and evaluation
• Determination of principal stress directions

Identification of Shear Fractures
Shear
Fracture

Shear fractures are identified by the offset of bedding which is less than the
borehole diameter. In this example the shearing is evident from the disruption
in bedding planes above and below the trace of the shear fractures.

Shear
Fracture

Fracture Typing and Density
Fracture density using a 10 ft sample window for all natural fractures
observed and is presented by fracture type. The fracture density curves are
scaled from 0 to 1, with subsequent overlays ranging from 1 to 2 and 2 to 3, if
needed. This diagram displays fracture strike trends averaged every 100 feet
along the wellbore.

Analyzing
Continuous Fractures
Continuous fracture sub-population, these are
fractures that trace the entire circumference of the
wellbore. In this example continuous fractures account
for 51% of all the natural fractures.

Complement to Coring
For additional flexibility in reservoir characterization, the Resistivity Micro
Imager (RMI) can be combined with other production logging
and evaluation tools. Run with our advanced Rotary
Coring Tool, the RMI can provide a reservoir
description for intervals between cores
as well as ensuring accurate depth
matching for core samples, yielding
information about the reservoir before
core analysis is available.
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